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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document is an extensive research that provides the reader with relevant information

regarding the web data scraping industry. This document begins with a tabular display of

the benefits and drawbacks of employing web scraping solutions, services and software.

What follows is an insightful market overview, where the web scraping services and

solutions are analyzed by their most common uses and applications. In this segment, it is

unearthed that the biggest use web scraping sees is for content scraping (38%), although it

still remains the most popular and controversial topic of web data scraping, in terms of

whether is legally and ethically right to scrape websites of their content or not, other

practical uses of web scraping have gained popularity as well. Treading behind content

scraping is the second most popular use of scrapers, which is for conducting research, and

inquiries. Nearly 26% of the web data scraping is used for conducting various commercial

and/or personal researches. The following area where web scraping is used is lead

generation, or in other words, contact scraping (searching for a person’s email, job

title/position, phone number, location etc.) Although it might not be that common or

popular, remains still immensely useful especially in E-Commerce, price comparison

scraping enables companies to achieve competitive prices and achieve a competitive edge.

The least sought out the use of web scrapers is in the weather monitoring area, less than

1%. With the web scraping segmentation concluded, the next matter of elaboration is the

Data Scraping Industry Trends. This chapter will expand upon the issue that are the “bad”

automated data scrapers – bots, and showcase the industries in which these bad bots are

most commonly found. Furthermore, efforts in advancing online personal data

transparency through scientific research, innovation and design seem to have piqued some

companies interest. An interesting upcoming trend is the 2.5 million terabytes of data that

reportedly are created on a daily basis in the Life Science data sector, which clears the way

for data scrapers that will be able to single out the necessary and/or specific information,

process and analyze it in order to help patient treatment. With the overwhelming amount of

malicious data scrapers, it is only natural to seek protection against them. A couple of

protective tools, add-ons, and extensions that allow some degree of protection from

unwarranted data scrapers are deliberated as trends that are of vital significance now and

will continue being in the future. The rise in popularity of online social networks opens

new channels for Ads placement and marketing, which is a quick way to reach potential
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product buyers, with a total of 2.62 billion social network users expected throughout 2018.

The Data Scraping Industry Trends chapter concludes with a brief narrative about past

methods used for obtaining data and information, as to what were, and what are the

substitute ways of data extraction from the Web. The following chapter discusses the

potential markets and clients that would make use of, or benefit greatly by employing web

data scraping services, software and solution providers. In order to provide a closer and a

more insightful view to the possible clientele, the current leading industries and markets

that use web scrapers are presented. They represent the most probable clientele that was

researched in great detail, paired up with applicable information suggesting specific

companies. The Competition part of this research opens up with the most common uses of

web data scraping and keeps its focus only to the Web Scraping and Price Comparison

competitors, as in accordance to the research contractor’s demands. The Web Scraping

competition segment identifies and explains in great detail the whereabouts of the top 4

competitors Screen-Scraper, Mozenda, Diffbot and Scrapinghub paired up with 11 more

web scraping solutions, software and service providers, which are considered to be relevant

in successfully and realistically depicting the research contractor’s competition. The format

the competition is dissected is that it displays the prices of the services the competitor is

offering, showcasing the competitor’s features, accompanied with the advantages and

disadvantages they have on the data scraping market. The format rounds up with

information on whether the competitor’s software, services or solutions provide free trials

or not, and a list of the clients the competitor has. Similarly are the competitor web

scraping tools processed in the Price Comparison segment of the competition chapter.

Here, the top 10 tools that enable precise and timely competition product price comparison

are included. The last chapter of this research is reserved for the Regulations and

Government Implications that may arise in the cases of improper web scraping conduct.

The research concludes with a couple of case studies, in which the laws and regulations

concerning web data scraping are showcased in order to provide the best possible insights

of the legal predicament that the unjust use of data scraping may lead one to.
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INTRODUCTION

The best business decisions come from having all the possible information and data at

hand, sorting and analyzing it, and making a decision that would eventually have a positive

impact on the business. The availability or the very lack of data can make the difference

between a prosperous business and a business that is heading to its demise.

Today, almost all kind and type of data is available to almost anyone that has access to the

Internet and a correspondent device that allows browsing through it. The World Wide Web

and the Internet are places swarming with never-ending amounts of raw data and new

information generated each new day. If one does not know what and where to specifically

look on the Web, searching for something can take up loads of time, energy, and resources,

assets that companies try to use as efficiently and as cost effectively as possible. An

effective solution to this problem can be seen in the introduction of web data

scraping/crawling solutions to businesses, whose everyday functioning is based on the

availability of good, timely and concise information.

For the Market overview segment of this document, data, information, and statistics were

extracted from numerous different sources: articles, publications, research papers, and

surveys. Standing out were two reports, which hold immense relevance to the whole

research, thanks to their detailed and insightful outlook on the potential web crawling

industries and the most popular types of data scraping. The most important bits of

information contained within the reports will be presented in the paragraphs that follow.

Information taken from those reports any many more resources, add to the carefully

prepared competition segment, as well as the last part of the research that explains the legal

boundaries in which web data scrapers are allowed to operate at liberty.

The first report is the 2017 report made by Prompt Cloud, called Web Scraping Trends for

2017, and the second one is Distil Network’s The 2016 Economics of Web Scraping

Report.
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MARKET OVERVIEW

Web Scraping, also known as Web Data Extraction, Web Harvesting or Screen Scrapping,

is a technology and techniques used by start-ups, small and big companies, which make

fast extraction of data and information from the World Wide Web and processing,

possible. Where information is a key to success, there is no room for lack of it. And

companies do strive to be just that, successful.

In brief, the way data scrapers operate is that they establish communication with the target

Web site through the HTTP. Once the HTML document is retrieved, the Web data scraper

may begin extraction of the contents of interest. The main goal is to convert the extracted

contents into a structured representation that is eligible for additional storage and analysis.

Here are some of the main reasons why companies decide on using web scrapers:

Reason Explanation

1. Building a specific vertical search

engine

Consumers that look for a particular piece of data and information on a

more specific segment of the online content.

2. Products & price for comparison Scraping the opposing company’s dynamic product prices and adjust the

company’s accordingly. In ecommerce, Retailers or marketplaces use web

scraping not only to monitor their competitor prices but also to improve

their product attributes.

3. Talent sourcing (recruitment) The scrapers look for the passive job seekers, the ones that don’t apply

through the corporate website or post on official job boards.

4. Brand monitoring Improved management, promotion, and transformation of the brand into a

concrete entity with respect and appeal on the market.

5. Ad verification (marketing) Checking for the banner of the Ad to be positioned in the right place in

order to engage the right audience.

6. Real estate listings gathering Web scraping allows for gathering already listed properties.

7. Research purposes

Companies can either accumulate large amounts of uncategorized data and

later make sense of it, or perform a particular search for specific

information on a specific website.
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8. Collecting data from many social

media websites

Companies can see what are the trending pictures, videos, photographs,

songs etc.

9. Scraping to create new websites Taking similar data from other websites and posting it all onto one.

10. Lead Generation The purpose for this is generally to find person of Interest’s (POI) contact

information, e-mails etc.

11. Online financial currency

exchanges

Web data scrapers gather currency exchange rates from other websites and

compile them into one website that offers a wide range of accurate

currency exchange rates.

There are also some legal, moral and ethical restraints, which keep companies back from

using web data scrapers. Some of the reasons as to why are presented in the following

table:

Reason Explanation

1. Website terms and conditions Websites expressively forbid web scraping within their website terms and

conditions.

2. Copyright As web scraping involves copying, it may lead to a claim for copyright

infringement.

3. Database rights These rights are infringed when as a whole, or a part of a database is

extracted without the owner’s consent.

4. Trademarks Reproducing a website owner’s trademarks without their consent, could

lead to a claim for trademark infringement or passing off.

5. Data protection Scraping for information on individuals (in some cases considered as

“personal data”), without their knowledge, could infringe data protection

laws.

6. Criminal Damage It is an offense to cause criminal damage to a computer (including damage

to data) or to use a computer to gain to access data without proper

authorization.

The Distil Networks’ report claims that about 2% of the revenue that businesses make is

lost due to web scraping. Although it is difficult to put the global online revenue accurately

in figures, the online statistics company Statista reports that online retail sales in the year
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2015 were more than $1.5 trillion. 2% out of the $1.5 trillion make a staggering $30 billion

loss.

In these modern and high-tech times, traditional methods of extracting data from the Web

are slowly but surely fading out. ‘Cutting and Pasting” data extraction techniques in the

majority of industries are replaced with more modern and technologically sophisticated

solutions that bring faster and better results. An excerpt taken from a 2014 report “Website

Scraping” available on happiestminds.com, states some of the main issues with the

traditional “Cutting and Pasting” way of data extraction. Firstly companies can’t measure

cost efficiency and it itself can escalate very quickly. Secondly, each manual data

extraction is known to be error-prone. Lastly, the whole process of cleaning up the data is

expensive and time-consuming, especially when there are massive volumes of data. As it

is stated in a 2015 EPSI (European Public Sector Information Platform) report Web

Scraping: Applications and Tools, the volume of digital content in 2015 was estimated at

7.9 zettabytes of data. It furthermore states that almost 90% of the world’s data has been

created over the past two years. One can only imagine how long would it take for a person

to barely scrape the top of this mountain of data, in terms of traditional “Cut and Paste”

data processing.

The picture taken from Financial Times’

website, displays the volume of data

generated in the year 2010 and 2015

which was 1.2 billion zettabytes and 7.9

billion zettabytes respectively. The global

annual data generation is estimated to

grow more than double annually in the

foreseeable future, reaching 44 zettabytes

by 2020, according to IDC.

But with the application of data and web scraping, transforming unstructured website data

into a database for analysis or repurposing content into the web scraper’s own website and

business operations, companies have gained open access to massive amounts of specific

information from specific websites. In Web Scraping Trends for 2017, web scraping is
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considered an indispensable resource when a company is trying to gain a competitive edge

via using business intelligence. This helps companies ascertain who their competitors are,

determine what their target market is, and most importantly improve the consumer’s

satisfaction. The software and solutions that these companies usually use are coming from

the top web data scraping companies, namely: Screen-Scraper, Mozenda, Diffbot, and

Scrapinghub. A more detailed presentation of these companies and much more will be

included in the Competition segment of this research. To better understand the inner-

workings of the web data scrapping industry, the general goals of the data scraping and top

web scraping uses for customers will be showcased.

THE PURPOSE OF WEB SCRAPING - SEGMENTATION

This segment of the document will display what are the 6 major uses of web scraping

solutions services and software, how is data scraping used in each separate segment and

how one can access the knowledge needed to perform a web scraping for a particular

purpose

According to Distil Network’s web scraping report, there are 6 main uses for web scraping:

CONTENT SCRAPING

On top of all web scraping practices, with more than 38%, is the use of web scrapers for

content scraping. While fully scraping down a website of its original contents without the

knowledge of the original content creator, users can present information in a new way, by
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constructing new aggregators, event aggregators even centralized job portals with data

taken from different web sites.

According to the web application security center Incapsula, the typical targets for content

scraping include online product catalogs and/or websites that rely on digitalized content to

drive their business. Content scraping attacks on this kind of enterprises could have

devastating consequences for the scraped party. An excerpt of a complaint, filed by

Craigslist, details their experience with content scrapers. It showcases how damaging the

act can be: “[The content scraping service] would, on a daily basis, send an army of

digital robots to Craigslist to copy and download the full text of millions of Craigslist user

Ads. [The service] then indiscriminately made those misappropriated listings available—

through its so-called ‘data feed’—to any company that wanted to use them, for any

purpose. Some such ‘customers’ paid as much as $20,000 per month for that content…”

According to the claim, all of the scraped data was used for spam and email fraud, amongst

other activities. Content scraping is a serious issue that can upset a company’s financial

well being based on how much harm the scraping caused, while renting or purchasing that

kind of service/software can be found at ridiculously low prices, most of the times even

free! There are numerous websites that display lists of the best free content scraping

software, take Big Data News for an example, the website features 30 content scraping

tools and software that can be used free of charge. Moreover, there are numerous posts

containing easy-to-learn guides, videos, and slideshows on how to scrape a website of its

entire contents. Such posts were found on Distil Network’s website, LinkedIn’s Slide

Share, School Of Data and MOZ.

RESEARCH

Almost 26% of the companies employ web scrapers to gather research on listening services

that generally monitor and record consumer opinions and views on a variety of companies,

products, and services. Web data scraping tools, solutions, and software can help project

where the business or industry is heading in the next six months, serving as a potent tool

for conducting market research. Companies also use the web scraping bots to gather vast

amounts of data for a variety of projects i.e. users can identify some key market

developments or trends from different sources on the Web. The scrapers can fetch data

from a plethora of analytics providers and/or market research companies and consolidate

them into one spot, making it available for easy analysis and reference.
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Similar as in the paragraphs above, there are posts on the World Wide Web that offer free

counseling and guidance to users that are interested in data scraping for research purposes.

Such post can be found on the website GC Digital Fellows, where there is a tutorial that

covers the topic of data scraping for social media research purposes from static websites,

RSS or similar feeds (NPR, googlenews, etc.), user networks so one can view how people

are connected, and the strength/shape of the communities and networks and lastly, scraping

for dynamic information that is constantly being updated by using an API, for websites like

Twitter or Facebook. A couple of the social tools that were recommended for performing a

data scraping for research purposes were TAGS, R and NodeXL.

CONTACT SCRAPING

Slightly above 19% of the top uses of web scrapers is for contact scraping. The purpose of

this type of web scraping is to obtain the consumer's email address for future marketing

endeavors or background reports. The automated data extractors – bots, usually help in the

generation of plenty of leads from business directories and social media sites, the likes of

LinkedIn and Twitter. There are also lots of companies that specialize in this kind of

service, more commonly known as Lead Generation. Many companies use contact

scraping to build up their mailing lists and collect email addresses. Although the contact

scrapers are able to amass large volumes of data, it is not without its downsides. Here are

some of the Indian Big Data solutions company, PromtCloud’s drawbacks, when relying

on contact scrappers to gather email contacts:

1. Worthy Email addresses are not out there to be scraped – people in key positions in

companies are less likely to have shared their email address publicly. If it’s not on the

Internet, it may prove difficult, almost impossible for a contact scraper to muster the

correct one.

2. Bounce rate goes up – bounce rate in email marketing refers to the number of emails

that couldn’t be delivered. Some of the scraped email/contact lists hold old, expired

and abandoned emails/contacts, with that in mind, the rate of bounced emails/contacts

is increasing, which is not a good result.

3. Most websites block access to pages with Emails – most websites that hold good

reputation are making sure that user emails are not publically visible. This paired up

with the website’s defense that detects and block web scrapers and crawlers, makes

scraping for contact information a difficult task, to say the least.
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4. Not the only one sending emails – “If it can be viewed on the Internet, it can be

scraped”. If a key company member’s email is scraped by contact scrapers, without a

doubt it’s available to everyone else who is contact scraping. In accordance with this

scenario, any mail the key company member receives will fall on deaf ears and will be

disregarded as a spam message, since they would be receiving loads of emails from

numerous contact scrapers.

According to the New York Times, these two companies are a decent example of

companies that heavily rely on contact scraping in order to keep their business afloat:

website-based companies like Tagged and mylife. With the following data acquired from

the question-and-answer website Quora, the easiest way to perform the contact scraping is

by using the following software and tools: Scraper (A Chrome plugin), Kimono Labs,

Import.io, OuwitHub, ScraperWiki, Grabby, and Fminer.com.

PRICE COMPARISON

The fourth most common use of web scrapers (16.1%) is for the online price comparison

data scraps between competing companies. An infographic from Profitero shows that over

64% of the retail sales are digitally influenced where more than half (about 55%) of the

retailers view consumer price transparency as a key business challenge. In this segment of

scraping, the user typically relies on a botnet to launch scraper bots to gather insights from

rival business databases. This type of data scraping is most frequent in industries which

have easily comparable products and pricing plays a major role in making purchasing

decisions. Online electronics vendors, real estate agencies, and travel industries look for

this kind of web scraping/crawling most of the time.  This web scraping allows companies

and users to always keep their prices competitive and make calculated decisions. The

Internet is filled with posts and articles that elaborate on how to either perform a products

price comparison using web scrapers or how to personally create a web scraper or a

website for price comparison. Such information is available on Loginworks’,

Econsultancy’s and PromptCloud’s website.

For a price comparison website to gather data, they rely on 3 most practiced models:

1. Affiliate networks – there are large networks (e.g. Commission Junction) that get

product feeds from a couple of online sellers. Price comparison websites gain

access to these product feeds and then add a comparison data UI on top of the data,

for a price.
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2. Searching across websites (e.g. isbn.net.in) – the websites act as a front end for

querying multiple other sites, parse the search output, extract information, and

display comparison details to end user.

3. Crawling / Screen Scraping – while employing various scrapers, companies run text

milling algorithms that extract the products details offline and use it for displaying

comparisons to the users.

A company that offers further segmentation into the price comparison web scraping, is

Competera. While relying on web scraping techniques, they provide solutions for:

1. Price monitoring – the user is capable of tracking the competition’s product prices.

2. Price analysis – an analysis that allows the user to see a broader representation of

the market.

3. Dynamic pricing – implementation of a carefully designed pricing strategy, which

makes price estimations, while taking time, traffic, conversion rates, sales goals

and competitors’ pricing into consideration.

4. Price intelligence – accumulation of relevant data, helpful in achieving a

competitive edge.

5. Inventory pricing – they offer up-to-date market insights and information that aids

in outperforming the key competitors in the user’s industry.

6. Retail competitors – complete tracking of all of the competitor’s prices,

promotions, markdowns, and stocks.

WEATHER DATA MONITORING & WEBSITE CHANGE DETECTION

The smallest percentage of web scraping usage, with 0.7% is found in the weather data

monitoring and website change detection segment. The web scraping used for weather data

monitoring and website change detection sends notifications via email to users regarding

some changes that occurred on some specific websites, the likes of eBay. Again, there are

numerous websites that offer guides on how to write a code that will gather data from

websites that hold information about the weather. That data is easily scraped from the

websites such as Wunderground, where the access to historical weather data – covering

temperature, pressure, wind speed and direction as well as rainfall in millimeters, increases

this website's relevance manifold. The company Shane Lynn’s publication provides

thorough guidance, step by step on how to use web scraping to accurately monitor and

extract weather data. Another guide is available on Code Project. The one name that keeps
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popping up on the majority of websites look through while making this research, is the

programming language Python. So it’s no wonder that a lot of web scraping solutions are

written in its language. Chrisalbon and StackExchange hold posts that detail how to write a

code, whose purpose is to monitor a website for any changes that may occur, and if they do

happen, it notifies the user by sending them an email. According to scraping.pro, the

website’s tracking utilities may be placed into 3 categories: Browser plugin/add-ons,

Service, and Application.

Browser plugin/add-on – when using a plugin, the pages of interest are tracked only when

the computer is on. The same thing applies when making use of a desktop application.

Emails and/or RSS notifications from a monitoring service produce satisfactory results

when the user requests instant, although, with some delay, changes on their mobile device.

Applications and the plugins work best since they are the most powerful tool that reports

with a minimum delay. They notify the user of the changes on a particular website as soon

as it occurs. Some of the tools that are able to perform these tasks are Page Monitor,

Update Scanner, Page2rss, InfoMinder, Femtoo and so on.

DATA SCRAPING INDUSTRY TRENDS

As the year progresses onwards, few outstanding trends concerning the data scraping

industry have been noticed:

BAD BOTS

The Information-age’s 2016 report raises the question about the use of bots. Five years ago

the bots primary if not, the only function, was scraping for web data and competitive data

mining. In the last couple of years, the bots have evolved into entities that are able to

perform more sophisticated actions, such as brute force login attacks, transaction frauds,

account takeovers, API scraping and constant lookout for vulnerabilities in IT and the

Cloud Infrastructure. The majority of the bad bots, (about 53%) are able to load external

resources such as JavaScript, which means that the bots will eventually end up being

recognized as humans in Google analytics and other tools. Industries facing the biggest risk

are real estate, transportation, financial services, healthcare, and others.
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Distil Networks’ 2017 report showcases the industries that fell victims to the inadequate

use of various web scraping solutions. Namely, if a website is rich with content that drives

up revenues for a company, that very same profit-generating content is the main culprit for

putting the business at risk of being scraped. Many of the industries were targeted by an

influx of startups that were web scraping information from the respective industry leaders,

in order to gain a competitive edge or just to compete with other players. In 2015 the top

web scraping casualties by industry were the Real Estate, Digital Publishing, E-commerce,

Directories & Classifieds, and Airlines and Travel:

In 2015, the real estate industry had the highest percentage of bad bots, reaching 32%.

Followed by digital publishing having 31% bad bots. According to Distil Networks’ report,

in the time frame between 2014 and 2015, the real estate industry saw a 300% increase in

bad bot activity, copying the price comparison model of the travel industry.

Simultaneously, the travel industry leaders saw that 48% of their traffic in 2015 were bad

bots. Under the 20% mark are the E-commerce, Directories & Classifieds and Airlines &

Travel with 17%, 16%, and 7% respectively. These bad bots could bring devastating and

lasting effects on a victim’s sales volume and revenue. In other words, the loss of sales is

owned up to the decreased visits, visitor engagement and web-traffic overall, which is

caused by a lower ranking search engine optimization (SEO) ranking and collapsed brand

awareness. This eventually leads to a sizeable loss of readership and subscriber base due to

the poor user experience. Due to a rise in network and bandwidth costs, and now the new
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legal fees the business has to handle because of the duplicated content and copyrighted

infringement lawsuits, the loss of revenue and surge in costs is what eventually runs the

business into debt and ultimately out of business.

An article called Top online bot trends for 2016 available on Infisecure’s website, holds

some worrisome predictions, as they see the bots as a major influence on company’s SEO,

in a fashion that will harvest, re-upload and republish content extracted from a variety of

websites, regardless of their size. Furthermore, bots will be used even more for acquiring

competitive intelligence, while advertisers will have to pay more attention to Ad Frauds

and click frauds. According to another article “The shadow area of web scraping”, more

than 61% of the web traffic is made up of bots that are performing web scraping.

Interestingly enough, not always are the bots that are doing the web data scraping, in some

cases although, in the minority, there are freelancers that offer web scraping services on

websites like Upwork, for a price as low as $3.33 per hour of work. Some of the web data

scrapers working at the leading web scraping companies make on average around $58,000.

DATA TRANSPARENCY

In the data scraping industry, gathering user data without the knowledge of the person

whose information is being scraped, is not an unusual practice. The lack of transparency

and notification is what irks most of the people whose personal data is being collected. In

that light, there are some organizations that offer analytic tools that enable users to monitor

which type of data is being collected on them. Such organization is the Data Transparency

Lab, a community that works towards the goal of advancing online personal data

transparency via developing monitoring tools and software.

LIFE SCIENCES

Another trend, which is expected to explode in 2017 is the increase of life science data.

According to a report “From vision to decision Pharma 2020” published by PwC, people

create near 2.5 million terabytes of data daily and that this figure is bound to grow with the

adoption of new technology interfaces. Crawling, scraping and mining this data paired with

careful organizing and understanding, could enhance the focus and efficiency of those in

the life science spaces which are tasked with Research and Development, as well as reduce

any future project risks.
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PROTECTION

“If something is visible on the Internet, it can be scraped” no matter what one does. This

statement stirs up some legal and moral issues that will be tackled in the “Regulations and

Government Implications” part of the research. But the Internet and World Wide Web

users that do not want their personal information or business data scraped do try to protect

themselves any way they can. Until new, and more efficient tools that can fight off

unwanted web data scrapers are developed, a blog available on Kinsta’s website, suggests

a couple of defensive measures one can take up in the meantime, mitigating successful data

scrapes:

1. DCMA Complaints – the original copyright holder can file a complaint with

hosting service of the content provider or file a DCMA report with Google to take

down the site suspected of data scraping from its listings.

2. Anti-Feed Scrapper Message – there are plenty of plugins which add a message

with the original author’s information on any content produced. In case of any

content being scraped and republished, the content will still have its original

content creator’s name. Such plugin is WordPress.

3. Inline Ads – this strategy makes any content scraper end up displaying the original

content creator’s Ads, which generate revenue, on the scraper’s website.

4. Scraper IP blocks – once the suspicious traffic from a web scraper is identified, the

user can block the IP address of the scraper on their server, denying access to the

scraper on the website.

5. Image hotlinking prevention – When the original creator’s content (images in this

case) are displayed on another website, the original content creator can create a

“.htaccess” file that either prevents image hotlinking in the first place or informs

the reader of the copyright infringement.

SOCIAL MEDIA

The most obvious targets for amassing huge volumes of data for research and analysis,

while using web data scraping tools, software, and solutions, are the best renown social

and/or professional networking websites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google
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Plus, Instagram and so on. According to Statista the number of social media users

worldwide in 2017 is 2.46 billion and expected to reach 2.62 billion in the year 2018.

Although using them remained free, they unknowingly generated revenue for companies

that were using scraped user data and selling that data to advertisers. The majority of

people weren’t aware of how some Ads were even targeting them! The most popular social

networking website, Facebook, while remaining free to use, its generating massive

amounts of revenue through online Ads, and will continue doing so in the foreseeable

future.

WEB SCRAPING ALTERNATIVES

Web scraping heavily, if not entirely relies on the access to data in order to perform its

function. Data is a portfolio of facts, numbers, words, measurements and so on, that has

been translated into a format that makes it easier for further collection, observation, and

processing. The most new-age-technology-incentive method of data extraction and

processing is without a doubt, data scraping. In the steps that led to the development of this

revolutionary data processing method, quite a few alternative ways of engaging data

existed. Although outdated and some might not even be used nowadays, here are some of

the alternatives to web data scraping:

1. The slow and somewhat error-prone method of extracting data known as Human

Copy-Paste, where humans themselves are analyzing and copying the data from the

Web to a local storage for further analysis or observation.

2. The period in the 1960s labeled as the “Data Collection” had retrospective data

with static data delivery, and a large part of the enabling technologies were data

discs and tapes that would store data for it to be later processed by a computer or

other suitable device. The biggest product providers at that time were IBM and

CDC.

3. Data Access that started using relational databases (RDBMS), Structured Query

Language (SQL) and Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). The data is

retrospective, often incomplete and hard to verify. The Data Access allowed for the

dynamic data to be delivered at a record level. The biggest names that supplied this

kind of product were: Oracle, Sybase, Informix, IBM, and Microsoft.
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4. Data Warehousing and Decision Support, referring to the 1990s technologies like

On-Line Analytic Processing (OLAP) which allowed for limitless report viewing

and complex analytical calculations, multidimensional databases which went hand-

in-hand with data warehouses and OLAP. This kind of data is retrospective,

dynamic and delivered at multiple levels. Pilot, Camshare, Arbot, Cognos, and

Microstrategy were the biggest providers at that time.

Last are the technologies that enable the modern data mining; advanced algorithms,

multiprocessor computers and the massive databases that provide prospective information

with proactive information delivery (Text Pattern Matching, API Interface and DOM

Parsing amongst others). Most prominent names are IBM, Pilot, Lockhead, SGI and

numerous startups.

The reason this older “technology” made their way into this document, is because they are

witnesses of the methods that gathered and processed data before the introduction of the

modern web data scrapers. As another alternative for the use of web scrapers can be seen

in the rising number of freelancers that are contracted via websites, like upwork.com, and

perform various data gathering, transformation, and processing for a price. Processing and

gathering data can also be performed by “good” automated data extracting bots that can be

considered as another alternative to web scraping. For example the googlebot, a bot that

helps organize data to make it easier for the consumer to find what they want.
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POTENTIAL MARKETS AND CLIENTS

In this section of the document, the potential market and clients for web data scraping

services, software and solutions will be broken down by industries. Once the potential

industries for doing business are established, a segment touching on the top potential

clients (companies) in that particular industry will follow.

Here is how most industry verticals managed to expand their businesses in 2016, and what

the projections for the web scraping industry for the year 2017 show:

The picture taken from the Web Scraping Trends for 2017, showcases that the majority of

companies employing web scraping services are those from the E-commerce industry with

a staggering 48% of the market share. Following the E-commerce industry is the

Recruitment and Human Resource industry, with 20% of the market share. This industry

scraped globally for job listing portals to acquire thousands of jobs posted daily, in order to

get access to the best candidates for filling a job position and by doing so, staying ahead of

the competition. About 17% of the market share belongs to the Traveling industry,

followed by Real Estate and the Research companies, which occupy 6% and 5% of the

market share, respectively. In that pages that follow, an insightful presentation of each

industry and how the web scraping services may prove useful to them will be showcased.
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WEB SCRAPING IN E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY

With the growing trend of businesses moving their physical stores and products online, the

bigger part of traditional companies, as well as E-commerce companies, opted to acquire

sizeable amounts of data from the Web in 2016. Since E-commerce is an extremely

competitive and dynamic industry, data is perceived as the primary fuel to drive the

company growth in this segment. Having competitive prices on the products or services

offered to the consumers at all times acknowledges web scraping as a highly applicable

and relevant tool in achieving a competitive edge. For example, the product information

from different competitor sites can be used as a reference point, while pricing similar

company products on the company’s platform.

According to eMarketer, the worldwide retail E-commerce sales are expected to reach

$23.445 trillion, an increase of 6.3% from the previous year, 2016. This trend is projected

to continue growing gradually through the years reaching its highest point of $27.726

trillion in 2020. From the information available it can be concluded that the E-commerce

industry is growing and it could hold potential clientele.

Using LinkedIn, and the website’s Sales Navigator tool, the search using the keyword “E-

commerce” resulted in nearly 90,000 companies worldwide. These companies can be

perceived as potential clients which would benefit greatly by using price comparison

software or solutions.

By further applying the filter for companies that were only featured in the Fortune

Magazine top 250 companies, 15 results were produced. Those companies are Costco

Wholesale, IBM, Safeway, Amazon, Best Buy, Gap Inc., Macy's, FedEx, Office Depot,

Toys"R"Us, The TJX Companies, Inc., Fandango, TPN, OE Connection (OEC) and

Shopbop. Available on the website nrf.com is a list of 50 additional companies around the

world that are considered as the top E-Retailers in the year 2017.

WEB SCRAPING IN RECRUITMENT INDUSTRY

The Recruitment and HR industry made out of job boards, Human Resource consultancies,

and aggregators, make the industry be even more competitive with each passing year. This

industry’s task is to introduce the companies that are looking for workers with adequate

and quality job seekers. Finding the certified and qualified potential employee is one of the
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major reasons as to why companies from the Recruitment industry decided on web

scraping/crawling the job listing websites globally, just to get targeted relevant and organic

information. With that kind of informative and intelligent crawling, the new skillful

employee is certain to increase the revenue of the company that employed them over time.

PromtCloud’s 2017 report states that the current recruitment industry market size is

nothing shorter than $450 billion, where more than 103,000 workers are employed (7%

increase in comparison to the last year). The industry is expected to gradually grow, both

in size and in the use of web data scraping services.

Looking in the Sales Navigator in the Staffing and Recruiting industry, a total of 89,500

results were found. After applying the filter for the top 500 companies featured in

Fortune’s magazine, the company count was 13. Those 13 companies are

ManpowerGroup, TRS Staffing Solutions, Kelly Services, Experis Nederland, Clarendon

Parker International, Devonshire, Delta Global Services – Staffing, a Wholly-Owned

Subsidiary of Delta Air Lines, Technical Staffing Resources, Elan IT, ManpowerGroup

Philippines, Manpower Services Alberta, New York Staffing Association, Toner Graham.

In addition, a list of 100 recruitment companies is provided, made by Workforce.

WEB SCRAPING IN TRAVELING INDUSTRY

The Traveling and Hospitality industry (T&H) is strategically using vast amounts of data

in order to make smarter business decisions. With the rise of online traveling and

hospitality accommodations, the T&H industry is transforming its services by leveraging

data aggregation services. Here, web scraping services have proven to be a valuable asset

to a variety of travel companies globally, where they can easily gather hotel pricings,

reviews and other relevant information from different websites at the same time while

expanding the company’s business intelligence along the way.

For example, Booking.com showcases 202,842 hotels from around the world, while adding

more than 850 new ones every week. These are statistics and data only regarding hotels,

one can only imagine the entirety of the rest of travel data volume.

A recent report from Deloitte showcases that the U.S. leisure travel market reached $341

billion in 2015, in 2017 the growth of this market is expected to reach 6% equaling to $381

billion by the end of the fiscal year.
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For the leisure, travel & tourism industry, the LinkedIn Sales Navigator showed 100,800

results. From those 100,800 companies, after applying the filter for companies only

featured in Fortune’s magazine, the result counted 9 companies: Hertz, Avis Budget

Group, Egencia, Venere.com, Group RCI, Classic Vacations, THOR Industries, Inc.,

Trendwest Resorts and Fairfield Resorts. This additional list, which was taken from the

website amateurtraveler.com amongst others includes companies like Booking, Expedia,

TripAdvisor, BedAndBreakfast, Airbnb, Hostelworld and so on.

WEB SCRAPING IN REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY

The go-to way for a real estate business to generate relevant information comes in the form

of real estate listings, detailed plots, constructions and buildings, buyer and seller profiles

and much detailed information about the real estate agents. Real estate companies have

access to this kind of important information via web scraping. By having this data and

information, the companies can provide their clients a plethora of choices regarding

various agent profiles, locations, charges, and reputation, when it comes to the decision on

a real estate agent for their needs. Data acquisition (DAQ) is perceived to be one of the

most crucial factors that will empower the real estate business and eventually provide a

competitive edge over other players in the industry. According to a survey published by the

real estate news company Inman, the expectations are high for a positive climate in the real

estate industry in the U.S. Namely over 70% (159) of the total respondents (226) in the

survey had plans to expand their business this year, and more than half of the respondents

think that unit sales will go up as well as the prices for obtaining a household.

Using the LinkedIn Sales Navigator Tool and the inquiry conducted on the Real Estate and

the Commercial Real Estate industry, produced a total of 111 companies. The companies

were filtered for the ones only featured in Fortune’s magazine top 250. This way of

processing the real estate industry provided 7 relevant companies: Archon Group,

CBSHOME Real Estate, Crescent Communities, LLC, Ford Land, Prudential Relocation,

Champion Realty, Inc. and Shanghai Centre. Trending Top Most showcase the top 10 real

estate companies in the world, that could potentially look to employ web scraping software

for accessing detailed information about real estate agents, buyer and seller profiles and so

on.
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WEB SCRAPING IN RESEARCH INDUSTRY

The Research and Engineering industry is an industry that constantly has to keep up with

the ever-changing tastes and demands of the consumers. It has to adapt and adjust as soon

as the patterns and interests of the client’s change, in order to keep making products that

will continue selling. To be able to monitor and observe such changes in trends and make

smarter decisions, the Research industry relies heavily on good data. The industry uses

web scraping software to receive data from the Web, analyze it, and brainstorm the future

designs, characteristics and features their next product should possess. With huge volumes

of data, technology barriers and effort required, the majority of the research companies

welcome web scraping services and software, not only because of the specific information

that the scrapers can gather but also because of the automatization and acceleration of the

manual market research. According to articles available on ResearchLive and

MarketingCharts, the market research industry saw a net growth of 2.2% in 2015, reaching

a total of $44.3 billion. That 2.2% growth rate was the highest since 2010 and comes after

the net growth was essentially at a standstill the previous year.

With the same methodology applied to the research and market research industry,

LinkedIn’s Sales Navigator displayed 80,200 results for research companies around the

globe. When the filter was applied to companies that have only been featured in Fortune’s

magazine, the result was 8 companies: Thermo Fisher Scientific, United Technologies

Research Center, PARC, a Xerox Company, J.D. Power, Centrum Wiskunde &

Informatica, M/A/R/C Research, ORG IMS and KRC Research. There weren’t any

conclusive lists of research companies from around the world, so a top 50 research

companies list from the U.S. was provided. The American marketing association AMA

displays the best research firms that could prove to be potential clients, which can

definitely make good use of web scraping solutions regarding web data gathering,

analyzing and processing.

WEB SCRAPING IN OTHER INDUSTRIES

With only 4% market share, the industries that fall under the “Other” category are

emerging industries like Sports, Healthcare, Social Media, Legal, Classified, Education,

Automobile, and Manufacturing, Event and Biotech managed to successfully leverage the

power of data by using web scraping services in the year 2016. Although small on first
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glance, some of the industries that fall under this category are expanding rapidly in terms

of consuming data to build intelligence and increase their overall value. For example, in

the Automobile industry according to Data Mining Is Becoming the New Market Research,

data scraping/crawling can be used to better understand the scenarios and events that

prompt consumers to download a brochure online or request a test drive via the automobile

company’s website. Since these two actions are considered as crucial events in the path of

purchasing a vehicle, data scraping made it possible for the automobile company to notice

high-impact patterns, which allowed for improvement of the marketing strategy, the

marketing focus and speed, whilst delivering the right message to the right consumer.

Other industries such as Healthcare, Journalism different Governments, and Social Media,

hold one thing in common; and that is generating mountains and mountains of data, too

complex to be analyzed via traditional techniques. The players in this field use web

scraping to analyze and compare symptoms for diseases or treatments, find potential

stories online originating from various sources, websites or even Governments that publish

data online, optimize their businesses via social media scraping used for brand monitoring

and gaining competitive intelligence and so on. With the Potential Markets and Clients

chapter rounded up, the following part of the research will showcase and elaborate

extensively on the biggest players on the web data scraping market, and on some of the

aspects that make them noticeable competitors.
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COMPETITION

For the purpose of the research, the two segments of the web data scraping industry that

will be detailed in the pages that follow, are competitor companies that offer general web

scraping services and the companies/solution providers, that offer software and/or tools

that enable consumers to keep a close watch on the prices their competition places on

various products. The companies that offer this kind of services, tools and solutions will be

brought to view in the way their features, characteristics, strong and weak points will be

discussed. Furthermore, light will be shed on some of the existing clientele these

companies currently service.

WEB SCRAPING

The many applications of web data scraping are so broad, that they cannot be contained or

reduced to one specific industry. Web scraping is readily available in a variety of forms,

enabling users to obtain scraped data and content with great ease. These forms include both

web scraping services and “Do-it-Yourself” web scraping software, making web scraping

easily accessible. Some of the scrapers are used by online marketers for pulling data

privately from competitor’s websites, such as highly targeted keywords, valuable links,

emails & traffic sources – the kind of data that gives marketers a competitive advantage.

There are sizable amounts of web scraping solutions and tools today, available for both

commercial and personal use, however pinpointing the exact number has proven to be a

difficult task mostly because of the unknown quantity of freelancers that make these tools

themselves. A number of websites host ads providing freelance and company web scraping

services and Ads seeking web scraping services, with new Ads being posted every day. For

example, Freelancer.com hosts a page where individuals can post Ads of jobs for web

scrapers. Interested web scrapers can then bid on the jobs. Additionally, according to the

report from Distil Networks, another freelance website, Guru.com, enlisted 1,800 web

scraping services as of August 15, 2016. The wide scale costs of web scraping products

and services also contribute to web scraping’s accessibility.

The research revealed several “Top lists” that display the key players in the industry.

According to the Distill Networks report, the top 4 web scrapers are Screen-Scraper,

Mozenda, Diffbot, and Scrapinghub.
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Another list used to identify the key players was extracted from Big Data News, where the

top 30 free web scraping software are showcased. Capterra (free service to help businesses

find the right software) exhibits the top 20 data extraction software products rated by users

with stars. In addition to the previous two lists, there are two more lists on web data

scraping software and tools, such as Top 27 web scraping software and 10 web Scraping

Tools to Extract Online Data from Hong Kiat’s blog.

As web scraping services advance, it can be predicted that there will be continued

advancements in web scraping and how it works. The best way to assume the pros/cons

was going through review sites like Capptera, The Blog scraping.pro, TrustRadius and

PredictiveAnalyticsToday.

The first competitors on the list are the most commonly mentioned and are a part of every

“top list”.

1. Mozenda.com

The Mozenda screen scraper provides a data

extraction tool that makes it easy to capture content from the web. It’s a point-and-click

web scraping software. The tool helps companies to collect and organize web data in

the most effective and cost efficient way possible. It is a cloud based architecture that

enables rapid deployment, ease of use and scalability. It is quick to implement and can

be deployed at the business unit level in a minute without any IT involvement. A

simple point and click interface helps users build projects and export results quickly,

on-demand or on schedule. It is easy to integrate, users can publish results in CSV,

TSV, XML or JSON format to an existing database or directly to popular BI tools such

as Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure for rapid analytics and visualization.

Free Trial: Available

Features:

 The software allows for error handling and notifications;

 Comprehensive support and services;

 Secure cloud environment;

 Fully featured API;

 Automated publishing options;
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 Highly scalable solutions;

 Low cost of ownership and good training.

Price and Pricing Model: Subscription. Mozenda provides a free 30-day trial to test out

the software. Users can upgrade a trial account to a Professional account from $199/month

or an Enterprise account starting at $3,500/year. They also offer premium and custom

pricing plans if needed.

Pros:

 Action Items - Mozenda is broken down into a series of actions that can be

performed on a page. Some actions take users to other pages.

 Error Handling - Mozenda has great error handling; the software almost always

pinpoints the exact action where the agent failed and why.

 Speed - Mozenda is very fast at obtaining results.

 XPath compatibility - One of the most powerful features of Mozenda is the

integrated ability to use XPath to get at the exact bits of information users are after

on a particular website.

Cons:

 Page Credits - It's hard to determine exactly how many page credits will be used in

a scraping action. Users can end up using a lot more page credits than they

bargained for unless they really know what they’re doing. Page credits are the

lifeblood of the SaaS.

 Software Intelligence - This is a pro and a con. The software has built-in

intelligence that tries to understand what the agent writer intends. Sometimes this

results in new columns being added to the results when the results should be fit into

existing results columns.

 Testing Bugs - Users can test an agent in the Agent Builder, but it is kind of buggy.

There are times when it hangs and then the only way to get out of it is to open Task

Manager and end the task.
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Clients: World-class companies trust Mozenda for their web-data-collection needs such as

Oracle, Barnes and Noble, CNN, Marriott, Toro, Deloitte, AMD, Johns Hopkins

University, McKesson, HSBC, Tesla etc.

2. Screen-Scraper.com

Screen Scraper is a good classical

scraping tool for all kinds of data scraping, extracting and packing. However, it takes

time to properly master it. Screen Scraper is a full-kit development lab for scraping,

analyzing and saving data for midsize or large scale projects. Screen Scraper works

using a Regex data extraction approach. Screen Scraper is issued in 3 editions: Basic,

Professional, and Enterprise. The first being free spread, while the last ones provide a

powerful pro API tools for data extraction and system integration. Scraping.pro, tested

the software and concluded that it worked as a stable, inclusive software, able to do all

kinds of tasks. The 7 rich tutorials clearly show how to construct a data extraction

project.

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 Database that allows users to mine the data of the World Wide Web;

 Graphical interface allowing the user to designate URL's, data elements to be

extracted, and scripting logic to traverse pages and work with mined data;

 Can be invoked from external languages such as NET, Java, PHP, and Active

Server Pages;

 It can also be scheduled to scrape information at periodic intervals.

Price and Pricing Model: Basic edition is free. Screen-Scraper provides web data

extraction products and services with downloadable software costs ranging from $1,680 to

free. $412 - Professional, $2,099 – Enterprise.

Pros: It can be used on all platforms, and it works with tons of programming languages

such as NET, Java, PHP, VB, and Active Server Pages. Lots of support documentation at

their site, robust - not buggy and flexible tool for extracting web data.
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Cons: Users will need some programming experience or a high motivation to learn. Java

experience would be best as most documentation illustrates java examples. Does require

system access, Vista prompts for security, detailed setup.

Clients: Screen-Scraper’s customers include some of the largest companies in the world,

Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle, and FedEx. Screen-Scraper claims that its capabilities include

scraping data from virtually any website. This positions Screen-Scraper as a large threat to

web scraping victims and the competitors of its customers.

3. ScrapingHub is a leading service known for building,

deploying and running web crawlers, providing up-to-

date data along the way. Collated data are displayed in

a stylized interface where they can be reviewed with ease. Scrapinghub is the

developer-focused web scraping platform. It provides web scraping tools and services

to extract structured information from online sources. The Scrapinghub platform also

offers several useful services to collect organized data from the internet. Scrapinghub

has four major tools – Scrapy Cloud, Portia, Crawlera, and Splash.

Scrapinghub’s. Scrapy Cloud automates and visualizes the user’s Scrapy web spiders’

activities. If users host Scrapy on their own, they can use the Python based framework

to write and run spiders more effectively. Portia (a UI-scraping tool) has some limited

tools and features that the user can use to scrape web data. If the user is a non-coder

person, Portia can help them extract web contents easily. This Scrapinghub’s tool lets

the client to use point & click UI interface to annotate (select) web content for its

further scrape and store of it. Scrapinghub’s Crawlera is a solution to the IP ban

problem. The service routes the spiders through thousands of different IP addresses.

Crawlera has a good collection of IP addresses of more than 50 countries. Splash is

another Scrapinghub’s feature. It’s an open source JavaScript rendering service

developed by Scrapinghub. Using Splash the user can: Process HTML requests;

Write scripts using Lua programming language – for more customized browsing; Take

screenshots, etc.

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 The Spiders can be self-coded;
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 Full API access;

 HTTP and HTTPS proxy support (with connect);

 Ban detection database with over 130 ban types;

 Status codes and captchas;

 Instant access to thousand IPs in the shared pool.

Price and Pricing: Subscription. Price range for Scrapy Cloud goes from free to $300 per

month.

 The free plan allows users to run only one concurrent crawl and retains the scraped

data for 7 days. Users can extend this period to 120 days by purchasing any paid

plan.

 $25 and $50 plans support 4 concurrent crawls. This scales to 8 and 16 concurrent

crawls if the user spends $150 or $350 respectively. Additional benefits are

provided in higher valued packages.

 The CPU and RAM options vary from plan to plan. For example, in the $25/mo.

plan, users get only shared access to the server computer’s RAM. But in the

$50/mo. plan, users would get 1.3 GB of RAM. Each plan gets a different amount

of resources allocated.

Clients: mydeco.com, Science, Parse.ly, AppMonsta, Swoop, Bspend, 500, Wittlebee,

Berkley Lab, DirectEmployers Foundation, Inner Ballons and SciencesPo(medialab).

4. Diffbot Unlike

ScreenScraper, Diffbot only provides web scraping

software, not services. Diffbot’s web scraping

product is a set of APIs that enables developers to easily use web data in their own

applications. Diffbot analyzes documents much like a human would, using the visual

properties to determine how the parts of the page fit together. Being a startup company

that was founded in 2010, Diffbot's technology is a data extraction technology that

leverages state-of-the-art advances in artificial intelligence to automatically convert

vast numbers of websites into structured data at scale. With Diffbot, users can simply

pass in a set of URLs or domains, and Diffbot will automatically return a queryable

collection of structured data. Using AI, computer vision, machine learning and natural
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language processing, Diffbot provides software developers with tools to extract and

understand objects from any website.

Free trial: Available.

Features:
 Clean text and HTML;

 Detailed product data;

 Identifies Pages Automatically;

 Content is parsed like a regular browser;

 Works on most non-English pages thanks to visual processing;

 Multipage articles are automatically joined together in an API response;

 Structured Search.

Price and Pricing: Free trail for 14 days. Prices per month are different depending on the

type of association: Startup-$299 mo.; Professional $3,999 mo. And for Enterprises, there

are special offers. Specifics are on the following link.

Pros: Mobile Apps - Amplified content. Clients can use Diffbot to get mobile-optimized

content perfect for any screen size, also vertical Search – they can build a massive database

of products or articles that they can provide to their users.

Cons: Price is a little bit high and websites could be classified automatically because if a

user tries to scrape a news website while classifying as a discussion-type website, the

output is going to be off.

Clients: Adobe, Bing, Zola, CrunchBase, Cisco, Spring, Inform, Yandex, Amazon.com,

Sears, Declara, Ebay, Boomerang Commerce, Instapaper and DuckDuckGo.

5. Import.io delivers a SaaS product that enables

users to convert the mass of data on websites

into structured, machine readable data with no

coding required. The point and click interface transforms websites into data with a few

simple clicks, enabling anyone to get the data they need even behind a login. It’s highly

efficient and scalable platform that allows customers to process 1,000s of URLs

concurrently or on a schedule and gain access to millions of rows of data that they use

for hundreds of different use cases. Import.io is a platform which facilitates the
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conversion of semi-structured information in web pages into structured data, which can

be used for anything from driving business decisions to integration with apps and other

platforms. The software offers real-time data retrieval through the JSON REST-based

and streaming APIs, integration with many common programming languages and data

manipulation tools, as well as a federation platform which allows up to 100 data

sources to be queried simultaneously.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Auto-extraction - Automatically extract data from web pages into a structured

dataset;

 Extractor builder - Point and click to build extractors;

 Authentication - Extract data from behind a login/password;

 Scheduler - Schedule extractors to run exactly when the user needs them to;

 Online data store - Use the SaaS platform to store data that is extracted;

 Throughput - Fast, parallelized data acquisition distributed automatically by

scalable cloud architecture;

 Uptime - High availability for high volume usage;

 Integrations - Integrations with Google Sheets, Excel, Tableau and much more.

There are few brand new features as well: Advanced Regex Support; Require Column

Values; Raw HTML Extraction etc.

Price and Pricing Model: Import.io demands 3 different packages: Essential-$299 mo.

With 5,000 queries, Professional - $1,999 but the queries expire after 1 year and there are

100,000 queries. The last package is for Enterprise - $4,999, expires after a year and have

500,000 queries with all features.

Pros:

 Nice clean interface, a simple dashboard that is user-friendly. Easy to sign up and

use immediately;

 Free lead generation tool;

 Native desktop app;
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 Continuous updates.

Cons: Extremely overpriced for what the user gets. And the terms and conditions are filled

with hidden tricks- if the user doesn't cancel 7 days earlier, they charge them again without

the possibility to request a cancellation.

Clients: PwC, Lennox, Clearmetal, Amazon.com, Imes, Microsoft, ClearMetal, Accenture,

Fireli, Brusters, DoorDush, Grayline, Marstons, ReverbNations, etc.

6. Octoparse is a cloud based web crawler that helps

users easily extract any web data without coding in

real time. Octoparse is a new modern visual web

data extraction software. It provides users a point-&-click UI to develop extraction

patterns so that scrapers can apply these patterns to structured websites. Both

experienced and inexperienced users find it easy to use Octoparse to bulk extract

information from websites – for most of scraping tasks no coding needed. The

software simulates human operation to interact with web pages. To make data

extraction easier, Octoparse features filling out forms, entering a search term into the

text box, etc. The extraction project can be run either on a local machine (Local

Extraction) or in the cloud (Cloud Extraction). Octoparse’s cloud service, being

available only in paid editions though, works well for harvesting large amounts of data

to meet large-scale extraction needs. There are various export formats to choose from

like CSV, Excel formats, HTML, TXT, and database (MySQL, SQL Server, and

Oracle)

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 Octoparse provides a simple and user-friendly Visual Workflow Designer;

 No coding needed;

 Smart Mode - enables users to instantly turn web pages into Excel with only one

click;

 Cloud Extraction;

 Deal with Complex Websites;

 XPath Tool and RegEx Tool;
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 Ad Blocking.

Price and Pricing Model: Subscription. Octoparse free and paid editions share the same

functional features. They offer users the gentleman set of features. Paid editions

allow users to extract data on a 24/7 basis using Octoparse’s cloud service. The price of

Standard Edition subscription is $89/month, limited with 4 simultaneous threads though,

while the Professional Edition subscription cost $189/month with 10 simultaneous threads.

Pros: Point-and-Click interface. It is simple, friendly, intuitive and features a

linear/convergent (in the good sense) process of interaction, it does not take even hours of

training/reading the instructions, tutorials – users can start using it straight away and it

does not require any coding skills. It can be exported to Excel, directly to SQL, MYSQL

or Oracle database, CSV, TXT or HTML file; also it backs up scraped data to Octoparse as

a backup that will be saved with the task. Configuration and scraper apps run in different

programs. If one suddenly would to shut down because of some error, other Octoparse

tasks would still continue to work as nothing has happened.

Cons: Relatively weak consistency in the logics of workflow steps across/among the four

modes of extraction, GUI is a bit complicated.

Clients: Haier, Samsung, IDC, comScore, University of

Macao.

7. Connotate transforms web data and content into high-

value information assets - to feed content products,

grow market and business intelligence, enable mass

data aggregation, migration, and integration. Connotate has an innovative, patented

approach to web content extraction that goes far beyond web scraping or custom

scripts. By combining a visual understanding of how websites work with advanced

machine learning, Connotate makes web content extraction scalable, precise and

reliable. Connotate easily handles hundreds of thousands of websites and terabytes of

data, delivering targeted and high-value information.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Point-and-Click agent creation;
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 JavaScript Injection - automatically handles complex navigation, such as selecting

menu items and options in drop-down controls;

 Database Extraction Connotate - Optimized Browser - Automatically extracts over

95% of websites without programming, including complex JavaScript-based

dynamic website technologies, such as Ajax. Language-Agnostic etc.;

 User Behavior Recording;

 Intelligent Machine Learning - Agents adapt automatically to most website

changes, reducing maintenance costs by more than 90%.

Price and Pricing Model: $25,000.00/year.

Pros: This software is easy for even a non-technically minded person to use. It is easy for

off-site users to maneuver and the innovative upgrades are nice. Flexible and intelligent

and allows to monitor tens of thousands of web sites on a weekly basis. Connotate’s web

scraper software supports a wide range of delivery formats that integrate directly into

users’ downstream processing, including XML, HTML, Email, CSV, and XLS. And also

has a rich Web Services API for tight integration with existing systems and workflows.

Cons: Processing is very detail oriented. Even the slightest change to output, building, or

construction needs to be handled prior to any changes being made. These minor problems

plague when upgrades are made.

Clients: FactSet, Ehealth, NASDAQ, Thomson Reuters, FactSet, Thorn, KnowWho, the

Blue Book- building and construction.

8. Dexi.io is a powerful scraping suite. This cloud

scraping service provides development, hosting and

scheduling tools. The suite might be compared with

Mozenda for making web scraping projects and running them in clouds for user

convenience. Yet it includes the API, each scraper being a JSON definition similar to

other services like import.io, kimono lab, and parseHub. Dexi is a web environment for

building and hosting web scraping robots. The scraped output is available both as

JSON/CSV data and can also be queried through ReST from external applications. The

web site provides most of the modern web scraping functionality: CAPTCHA solving,
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proxy socket, filling out forms including dependent fields (drop downs), regex support

and others. Robots also support the JavaScript evaluation for the scraped code.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Disparate Data Collection;

 Extraction of Email Addresses, Images, IP Addresses, Phone Numbers and Prices;

 Robot building workflow;

 Dexi.io provides a built-in CAPTCHA solving service;

 Collects the data that’s needed from websites and APIs in the Pipes robot;

 Advanced features such as Network filtering, which helps users to drill down to

the required data.

Price and Pricing Model: Dexi.io offers three SMB and enterprise pricing plans for users

to choose from: Standard for $119/month ($105/month if paid annually), Professional for

$399/month ($355/month if paid annually), and Corporate for $699/month ($625/month if

paid annually). Custom enterprise solutions can also be ordered, but the price is also

customizable and is discussed directly with the client.

Pros:

 Adequate UI;

 Easy to understand and excellent customer service;

 Integration with Amazon S3 - Box - Dropbox - (S) FTP - Google Drive - Web Hooks;

 Formats: CSV (.csv) - JSON (.json) - Excel `97 (.xls) - Excel XML 2003 (.xls) - Excel

Spreadsheet (.xlsx) -XML (.xml);
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 Runs executions on schedules.

Cons: Help and support page on the site don't cover everything. Lack of documentations.

Clients: DanskSupermarkedGroup, CitiBank, Oracle, Nestle, Hitachi, The Huffington

Post, Virgin, Bosch, Universal, Microsoft, Intel, Cisco, Time Inc.

9. Grepsr for Chrome It is a simple online web

scraping platform designed to help business

people extract value from the web and automate

workflows without learning and configuring something complicated like Mozenda.

With Grepsr, users will have flexible online forms to best fit their data requirements,

schedule crawls with just a calendar, and query datasets with a single line of code.

Grepsr value-added data extraction platform also gives users easy-to-use browser based

web scraping tool, built-in add-ons for project management, on-demand scaling, and

QA monitoring, real-time analytics, APIs and third party tools for data delivery.

Free trial: Available.

Features:
 Data extraction from websites without learning or configuring complicated

software tools;

 Scheduling on the crawling calendar to streamline daily, weekly or monthly

scraping tasks;

 Integration with popular tools to automate tasks;

 Free email and priority support;

 Extracted data sent to Email, FTP, and Dropbox & Google Docs.;

 Flat pricing, no downloads, run extraction on the company’s Cloud.

Pros:

 Integration with Amazon S3 - Box - Drobox - (S) FTP - Google Drive - Web Hooks;

 Formats: CSV (.csv) - JSON (.json) - Excel `97 (.xls) - Excel XML 2003 (.xls) - Excel

Spreadsheet (.xlsx) - XML (.xml);

 Run executions on schedules;
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 Custom Crawlers – The robust backend allows Grespr to write custom crawlers for

each project quickly, ensuring fast turnaround and accurate data. The data is quality

controlled.

Cons: It is only for document Extraction and Web Data extraction and is reading only in

English. Tools to enhance data presentation would be nice.

Price and Pricing Model: Starter Plan - $129/per site; Monthly Plan - $99/per site;

Enterprise Plan – Not specified and the pricing is with Subscription.

Clients: Twitter, Bian&Company, Target, BCG-The Boston Consulting Group, Pearson,

RightMove, CarsGuide, Agco, Groupon, GECapital, Lazada, TimeInc., UBM, Sonic8,

Pitney Bowes, Regenersi, etc.

10. Helium Scraper is a visual data extracting tool

standing in line with other web scraping

software. This data extractor uses a search

algorithm for scraping which associates the elements to be extracted by their HTML

properties. This differs from the general extraction methods for web scrapers. This

feature works well in cases in which the association between elements is small. For

example, if the user wants to scrape the search engine results it’s not easy to get the

needed info from them using only XPath or Regexes. This scraper facilitates extraction

and manipulation of more complex information with the aid of JavaScript and SQL

scripts. It’s exceptionally good for visual inner join multi-level data structures.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 GUI based application;

 Build extraction rules with intuitive action trees – Users can just tell Helium Scraper

what to do by choosing their actions and placing them into action trees;

 Create actions - If more complex actions are needed, Helium Scraper's functionality is

extended by making use of its JavaScript API;

 Export extracted data to a variety of file formats – Users are able to generate CSV or

MDB Access database files with the click of a button or generate XML and custom

format files.
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Pros: Powerful, robust and feature-rich. Easy to learn but hard to master.

Cons: It can take some time to learn its most advanced features. Some JavaScript

knowledge might be needed for edge cases.

Price and Pricing Model: Basic $99, Professional $199 for 1 months upgrades, Business

$399 for 3 months upgrades, Enterprise $699 for 6 months upgrades.

Clients: N/A

11. ParseHub is a visual data extraction tool that

anyone can use to get data from the web.

ParseHub can handle interactive maps, calendars,

search, forums, and nested comments, infinite scrolling, authentication, dropdowns,

forms, JavaScript, Ajax and much more with ease.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Easy quick select feature – Users can just point & click on a webpage to extract the

information they want. ParseHub will guess similar data elements for them. Users

can always switch out of the easy mode to use all of ParseHub’s advanced features;

 ParseHub API – Helps users to easily call data and build products powered by

ParseHub. Downloadable data in CSV or JSON format;

 Intelligent relationship engine which recognizes patterns in data. It also has the

power to modify CSS selectors and edit the element attributes;

 Built for interactive & complicated websites - Users have the flexibility to combine

the software’s tools to handle redirects, forms, dropdowns, maps, infinite scroll,

logins and any other AJAX and JavaScript surprises;

 Automatic IP rotation – Users can route all requests through a pool of available IPs

so they can maintain their privacy and anonymity;

 Cloud hosting & scheduling - The data is stored for the user and accessible at any

time. Users can also schedule to retrieve data every minute, hour, day, week or

month.
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Price and Pricing Model: There are 4 packages: Free 200 pages of data in only 40

minutes, Standard $149 per month with 10,000 pages per run in 10 min, Professional $499

per month with unlimited pages per run in 2 min. For enterprise solutions, the price is

quotable depending on the needs of the client.

Pros: Easy to Use, Powerful, Cloud Based, Scrape and store data on their servers, Connect

to the REST API or download a CSV/Excel file. Extremely Scalable - Collects millions of

data points in minutes. Intuitive, logical interface (after a few hours of a learning curve).

Cons: Does not support Document Extraction. Requires lots of steps that could be grouped

for common tasks.

Clients: N/A

12. 80legs makes web crawling technology more

accessible to small companies and individuals by

allowing leased access and letting customers pay

only for what they crawl. Nontechnical users are

able to set up a crawl job with more or less adaptive control. Developers can

incorporate 80legs API into their applications to spread the crawling net.

The distributed computing network is put together by the 3rd party enterprise, which

rents it to 80legs. The main idea is to make a home PC crawl web pages on demand

during its idle time.

Free trial: Available

Features:

 Custom Web Crawling- 80legs will begin working on the web crawl and updating its

progress as the crawl proceeds. 80legs will automatically handle all of the heavy lifting

required to properly run a web crawl, including de-duplicating crawled URLs, utilizing

multiple IP addresses, auto rate-limiting crawl speeds, and more;

 Giant Web Crawl - Access to 80legs crawl of the entire web and extract data based on

custom filters. The Giant Web Crawl crawls thousands of websites every month. It can

be customized to scrape data specific to the client’s needs;
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 Datafiniti - Instant access to clean product, business or property data from the web.

Clients can skip web crawling and get data right away. Also, provides instant access to

web data for specific data types;

 Rate Limiting - 80legs automatically rate limits requests to web pages, using response

times to run crawls faster or slower;

 Multiple IP Addresses - 80legs distributes request to web pages across a large

collection of servers with different IP addresses;

 RESTful API - The 80legs API lets users easily automate web crawl creation, result

retrieval, and more;

 Scraper Customization - 80legs’ JavaScript-based app framework allows for fully

customized behavior for web crawling.

Price and Pricing Model: Pricing is for standard 80legs plans. For pricing on Giant Web

Crawl or Datafiniti, the contact support center must be contacted.

 INTRO $29 - Run 2 crawls at once - 100,000 URLs/crawl with unlimited

crawls/month;

 PLUS $99 - Run 3 crawls at once with 1,000,000 URLs/crawl;

 PREMIUM $299 - Run 5 crawls at once with 10,000,000 URLs/crawl;

 ENTERPRISE: Run 10+ crawls at once with 10,000,000 URLs/crawl;

Pros: 80 legs offers customized web crawling that lets the user get very specific about their

crawling parameters, which tells 80legs what web pages they want to crawl and what data

to collect from those web pages and also the general web crawling which can collect data

like web page content, outgoing links, and other data. Large web crawls take advantage of

80legs’ ability to run massively parallel crawls.

Cons: Lack of Features Information

Clients: PayPal, Monotype, Lexalytics, Mail Chimp, CoxDigitalSolutions, CityGrid

Media, Integral Ad Science, Shareaholic etc.

13. FMiner is a software for web scraping, web data

extraction, screen scraping, web harvesting,   web
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crawling and web macro support for Windows and Mac OS X. FMiner's powerful

visual design tool captures every step and models a process map that interacts with the

target site pages to capture the information the client has identified.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Visual design tool;

 No coding required – Clients can use the simple point and click interface to record

a scraping project as much as they would click through the target site

 Advanced features - Extracting data from hard to crawl Web 2.0 dynamic websites

that employ Ajax and JavaScript;

 Multiple Crawl Path Navigation Options - Drilling through site pages using a

combination of link structures, automated form input value entries, drop-down

selections or URL pattern matching;

 Keyword Input Lists;

 Nested Data Elements - Crawl link structures to capture nested product catalog,

search results or directory content;

 Multi-Threaded Crawl - Expedite data extraction with FMiner's multi-browser

crawling capability;

 Export Formats - Export harvested records in any number of formats including

Excel, CSV, XML/HTML, JSON and popular databases (Oracle, MS SQL,

MySQL);

 CAPTCHA Tests.

Price and Pricing Model: Users can request a Customized Project (Starting at $99). The

price depends mostly on the number of licenses, FMiner Basic $168, FMiner Pro $248 and

FMiner OS $228.

Pros: FMiner can extract any type pages, support JavaScript or Ajax, login, proxy, https,

and plugins. Miner can extract complete data structures, include data's relation (example:

database foreign keys). Extracted results can be saved to CSV, Excel (XLS), SQLite,
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access, and save the data to an existing database. It’s easy to use and they have great

customer support.

Cons: Some of the people who were using the software suggested to the developer to think

about switching to the freemium model, which gives a user more freedom thus making

him/her feel more comfortable and subsequently more loyal.

Clients: Small and Medium size business.

14. WinAutomation - WinAutomation is the

most powerful and intuitive platform for

Windows automation that enables users

to automate any desktop and web based

task with zero effort. WinAutomation intelligent Software Robots can be taught to

perform effortlessly any task, empowering organizations to achieve greater efficiencies

through automation. WinAutomation's Macro Recorder sets the computer on autopilot.

It auto-fills thousands of web forms and extracts all the data needed from any website.

File operations, database manipulation, spreadsheet handling, email parsing and

desktop management can be automated and executed, on key-press.

Free trial: Available.

Features:

 Software Robot Designer - Automating made easy with the point and click

interface;

 Desktop Automation – Automate any desktop application;

 Web Automation – all web processes easily leveraging WinAutomation;

 Macro Recorder;

 Concurrency;

 Task Scheduler;

 Keyboard Macro, UI Designer – Users can make their own UI for applications with

a touch of CSS;

 System Monitoring - Fire Software Robots based on any computer event;
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 FTP Automation;

 Error Handling;

 Add-Ons.

Price and Pricing Model: Basic Edition $399, Professional Edition $899, Professional

Edition $1,199.

Pros: Easy to use, codeless scripting. Reasonable cost, excellent customer support.

Cons: It is not nearly as powerful as more advanced products due to its simplicity. The

documentation is pitiful, which makes it VERY hard to figure out how to do some things.

Clients: Intel, NASA, Vodafone, Adobe, Citi, Pfizer, SIEMENS etc.

15. UiPath goes beyond simple web-scraping

techniques. It can automatically log in to a

website, extract data that spans multiple

webpages, and filter and transform it into the format of choice before integrating it into

another application or web service. In fact, UiPath resembles a real browser with a real

user, so it can extract data that most automation tools cannot even see. No

programming is needed to create intelligent web agents, thanks to the drag-and-drop

graphical designer. Users can simply drag-and-drop activities into the workflow or use

the recorder to get it going. This unique feature records the user’s usual work routine

and replays it automatically. The tool is open and extensible, allowing for automation

of intricate processes that otherwise couldn't be covered. A robust library of built-in

template actions makes automation a comfortable and effective experience. To make it

complete, users have total freedom to design their own custom actions

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 The software supports Excel and provides SAP and Citrix integration;

 Built-in recorder that reads and replays their actions on the screen;

 Robotic Process Automation Software;

 Automate rule based business processes;

 95% accurate Screen OCR engine for Citrix and Remote desktop apps;
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 UiPath enables business analysts to automate rule based business processes, train,

and design robots that drive the UI like a human.

Price and Pricing Model: The UiPath Desktop solution has a fixed price, regardless of the

data size.

Pros: UI is neat, Configuration with Orchestrator is easy, UiExplorer is very helpful, and

Drag and Drop activities reduce coding efforts. Overall Community Edition is awesome.

Training materials and videos are clear and help new users learn quickly.

Cons: Debug mode needs improvement, Terminal Automation is slow, UiPath gets slow

when multiple XAML are open.

Clients: KPMG, AbbVie, PwC, Citigroup, Royal Mall, EY and etc. Total number of

companies using UIPath is 114 and growing.

In the final segment of the Competition chapter, this research will present the most

widespread price comparison tools that are out on the web data scraping market.

PRICE COMPARISON INTERFACE

E-commerce is the latest trend in the 21st century, and business owners, especially those in

the E-commerce, must know the most recent prices on the market. With the help of price

monitoring tools, they can learn the exact prices of the goods and products that are

available on the market. Below, are the top 10 tools that are used for price monitoring

today. The list is compiled with the help of the relevant rating websites such as

mydataprovider.com, Capptera, and GettApp. The List that follows contains price

monitoring tools that are most prominent and most highly rated in each of the three sources

presented above.

1. Price2Spy - Price2Spy is an online monitoring tool,

designed by E-commerce professionals - for E-

commerce professionals. Formally, it's a part

of WEBCentric d.o.o.- a Serbian software / E-

commerce company, currently employing over 35 young enthusiastic people. Total

Monitored sites: 45,235.

Free Trial: Available.
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Features:

 Price2Spy can handle any number of sites to be monitored;

 Advanced price detection;

 MAP features - Price2Spy can alert clients if a MAP (minimum advertised price) is

violated;

 No server and no software to maintain;

 Pricing Opportunities - Price2Spy is able to advise potential pricing adjustments

after a strategy is defined, that could potentially increase turnover or profit.

Price and Pricing Model: Price2spy Basic Plan – Small/Medium/Large/XL/50K –

$19.95/$49.95/$99.95/$249/$499. Price2spy Premium Plan – Small ($24.95), Medium

($39.95), Large ($99.95), XL ($499), 50K ($999.95).

Pros: A clear and easy-to-read report layout. Easy tracking, instant notification via email.

Cons: The correspondence between price2spy and the price in the URLs. Not existent

URLs. Doesn't recognize if the match is correct.

Clients: With 5 years in business, Price2Spy has managed to acquire more than 300 clients

from all sorts of industries, from all over the world. Some of them are Saint-Gobain,

Strawberry net, Flanco, iSi-Sanitaire, Wesfarmers, Varle, Pierce, Valleyvet.com,

4WheelParts, FocusNordic, Linio, Oregon Scientific, Al-Ko Kober, CorpoPerfeito, etc.

2. Competera - is a SaaS based competitive price

monitoring software. The process of integration

is quick and easy. Usually, it takes up to 14 days

to connect the solution with a system. The platform crawl data on competitor’s prices,

assortment, and promotional activities individually for each customer. It’s using SSL

certificates and personal access keys for storing and transferring your data.

Free Trial: Available (No Credit Card required).

Features:

 Smart scraping technology that doesn’t trigger a website overload;

 Online fully automated competitor price tracking tool;

 Eliminates days of manual work and the possibility of human error;
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 24/7 technical support and client assistance;

 Reliable competitive data on competitor’s prices, assortment, and promotional

activities - With flexible time configurations and custom settings for different

product categories.

Price and Pricing Model: Starting from: $114.00/month and the Pricing model:

Subscription.

Pros: Their price monitoring tool is an amazing instrument for brands and manufacturers

oriented on the protection of brand image. The data from Competera helps clients make

effective decisions. Competera makes pricing recommendations based on accurate data

analysis of the main competitors’ prices, promotion, and stock availability.

Cons: Not found.

Clients: Acer Europe, Maxi.az, Tink, SK8, FIND ME A GIFT, Sport365, Antoshka,

MyToys, Emotegroup, Meloman, RDE.LT, Aizel, Brutal-shop, Mataharimall, Elkor,

Canadian CPG Company etc.

3. Prisync is a competitor price tracking and

monitoring software for all sizes of e‑commerce

companies. It works by automatically tracking

competitor prices and stock levels, and then reports this data to users through various

channels, including an online dashboard and various email alerts. Prisync also offers

premium user’s access to their API. With the API, users can build customized

applications that integrate competitor pricing data gathered from Prisync into a myriad

of functions.

Prisync works across numerous e-commerce platforms, including Shopify, Magento, and

many others.

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 Stop tracking manually;

 Prices are updated 4 times a day;

 Easy setup and implementation;
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 Dynamic reporting and Email alerts;

 Prisync API.

Price and Pricing Model: There are 3 packages: Professional $49 - Up to 100 Products;

Premium $119 - Up to 1000 Products; Platinum $209 - Up to 5,000 Products. All the prices

given are per month. Companies that need to monitor more than 5,000 SKUs with Prisync

can get in touch with Prisync, and their team will promptly give a flexible quote. All

monthly plans of Prisync can be canceled anytime, so it's a pay-as-you-go model.

Pros: Unlimited competitor monitoring; No currency/country/language barriers; 100%

flexible plans, i.e. cancel anytime. Easy to use. Easy to upgrade the plan when clients need

more tracking. The software also runs off Excel reports with great detail.

Cons: Page loads slow which should be fixed. The app doesn’t subtract always the correct

price. Sometimes it shows that the link is broken even if it’s not.

Clients: Suplementer.com, Avitela, askdirect.co.uk, Paramatta Cameras, Asmara.Hu,

Adrenco, AudioMart.com, etc.

4. Pricing Assistant - is a competitor price

monitoring tool used by online retailers and

brands for price optimization. Companies

can use it to track all of their competitors’ prices on the web, where their brands and

products are sold online, and to optimize Google AdWords shopping campaigns.

Free Trial: Not available.

Features:

 Automated matching - Pricing Assistant uses advanced algorithms to match the

client’s products with those of their competitors;

 Price monitoring and Price histories- Depending on the needs, Pricing Assistant

updates the prices of the competitors' catalogs every week, every day or even

several times a day;

 Segment by competitor, category or brand - There are visual tools that allow

companies to understand the market in a glimpse and see how competitive they are

by competitor, category or brand;
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 Customizable alerts;

 Excel & CSV exports.

Price and Pricing Model: Depends on matching method, number of competitors and

number of products.

Pros: It's feature-rich and allows to really drill down. The best thing is that clients own the

data, so there is never any need to trust "the cloud". AdWords optimization. MSRP

Watchdog.

Cons: Does not have Forecasting as a feature.

Clients: Rakuten, Fiskars, Mr.Bricole, Somfy, Alltricks.com,

5. Upstreamcommerce.com Upstream Commerce is a

leading solution for pricing and product intelligence,

helping users to proactively adjust pricing to the

most appropriate levels for market conditions. Their tool runs 24/7, collecting,

normalizing, analyzing, and reporting on product pricing and related factors. The

software transforms the way retailers grow sales and boost margins through real-time

pricing and product assortment optimization, using state of the art Predictive and

Prescriptive Analytics and competitive intelligence tools.

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 Pricing Intelligence to optimize price;

 Uses Dynamic Pricing Solution for the most powerful pricing rule in the business;

 Assortment intelligence;

 Cloud-based software solution;

 A Solid Interface Made for Customizations;

 MAP Monitor.

Price and Pricing Model: Contact for price.
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Pros: Is using Advanced Trending that synchronizes relevant historical information,

collates the important business metrics, and uncovers the essential trends. With the

Assortment Intelligence tool, users can continuously enhance the assortment and optimize

the product mix. Even when the catalog includes hundreds of thousands of items, this tool

will select products objectively and more efficiently.

Cons: Does not have Price List Management and Pricing Analytics as separate service.

Clients: Nestlé Purina, Lowe’s Companies, Inc., ToysRUs, eBags, Petco, TransAmerican

Auto parts, WOODCraft, PetFlow.com, RedMart,  etc.

6. Pricemanager.com is an integrated reporting

tool and a competitor price monitoring

software made by using cutting edge technology. With this tool, users can monitor

thousands of their competitors’ product pricing and compare with their own pricing.

Free Trial: Available.

Features:

 24/7 price tracking;

 Intuitive, easy-to-use interface;

 Daily MAP Tracking;

 Automated MAP Enforcement emails;

 Historical price trends;

 Email Alerts;

 Exports to Excel and other formats;

 Highly accurate matching reviewed by Quality Assurance Team;

 Tracks prices in over 30 countries and even convert currencies.

Price and Pricing Model: Subscription-based. Clients are given price quotes upon

request.

Pros: Quick Price Tracking, Centralized Data Warehousing, High-End Security Features.

The software provides a convenient way to monitor the pricing of thousands of products in
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just one click. Users can view and generate detailed reports on competitor trends and price

differential for efficient implementation of online marketing strategies.

Cons: The website is confusing, Plans and Pricing task missing.

Clients: Manufacturers and Retailers.

7. 360Pi has been acquired by Market Track,

the leader in advertising, E-commerce,

brand protection, and promotional

intelligence solutions. The addition of

360pi, the leading provider of online product and pricing intelligence, solidifies Market

Track's leadership in online competitive intelligence and accelerates the delivery of

deep insight to 450 brand and retailer clients in E-commerce. 360pi was named one of

Ottawa’s fastest-growing companies in 2014 and again in 2015 when the firm saw

three-year revenue growth of 175%. The firm last reported to have a local headcount of

about 40, also won an Employee’s Choice Award for its workplace culture in 2014.

Free Trial: Available.

Features: Market Track provides actionable data and insight into advertising spend

comparisons, competitive promotions, multi-channel pricing, as well as anti-counterfeiting,

gray market abatement, MAP monitoring, and other brand protection solutions.

 Price Monitoring;

 Triggered Alerts;

 Managed Services Available;

 Customized Reporting;

 Valuation Tracking.

Price and pricing: Today more than 2,100 clients, including 75 of the nation's top 100

advertisers, as well as global Fortune 500 retailers, manufacturers and brands depend on

Market Track to help maximize sales and profitability.

Pros and Cons: Unable to identify.
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Clients: The Company’s clients include: eBags, Hayneedle.com, Ace Hardware,

Overstock.com, Build.com and RIS Fusion Award-winner Best Buy Canada.

8. Minderest is a pioneering company of

price and assortment intelligence for

retailers and manufacturers. They have

presence in more than 25 countries and with clients from over 15 different industry

sectors. Thanks to the unlimited data history customers are able to see the conduct of

price and stock in their products, brands and categories, medium to long term among

their competitors. By analyzing the price evolution over time clients can discover

which price strategy each of their competitors apply, which companies monitor each

other and with what profit margin.

Free Trial: Not available.

Features:

 Price Intelligence - Monitors price, promotion, and stock in online and offline

channels;

 Catalogue Intelligence - Monitors the complete product assortment of competitors

or distributors products, being able to analyze brand position and catalog

optimization;

 Dynamic Pricing - Automatically fixes prices in E-commerce thanks to the

powerful repricing algorithm. Only for retailers.

Price and pricing: N/A

Pros: Minderest price monitoring software also allows clients to monitor the shipping

costs and delivery times of each competitor, helping them decide on a global pricing

strategy for their company. An important advantage is the new app from Minderest for

Offline Price Checks, called InStore. That is the first APP in the market for price and stock

checks of the competition in physical shops, allowing any company online or offline to

know the prices, promotions, and stock of brick & mortar retailers. Among the main

benefits we can highlight the following:

 5 times more cheaper than outsourcing checks;
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 10 times quicker and 5 times more precise than manual price checks;

 Real time price synchronization with Minderest´s pricing software;

Cons: There is no info about pricing on the company’s website.

Clients: Telefonica, the Nielsen Company or L’Oreal, Carrefour, Leroy Merlin, Worten,

SPAR among others.

9. Profitero.com is a next-generation pricing

intelligence service for retailers and

manufacturers. The Company helps clients

increase sales and maximize profits by leveraging high-quality online competitive data

at scale. Some of the world's biggest retailers are using the Profitero service. Profitero

monitors what shoppers see and buy online, actively tracking more than 275 million

products across 40 countries for retailers and consumer brands.

Free Trial: Not available.

Features:

 Pricing Intelligence Software - gives retailers a look into competitor prices by

scanning the market for the products they have in common;

 Dashboard - Knows where to focus and then drill-down for details;

 Monitor online MAP Compliance – Pricing;

 Brand Intelligence - is both about improvement and protection. It allows users to

track what positive and negative about the brand is talked about and visible online,

and to monitor brand reputation in the corporate world.

Price and Pricing Model: A bundle package for a single price across retailers, SKUs, and

across the countries. The standard retailer package includes and not limited to users in the

web portal; daily price updates customer success services and professional services.

Pros and Cons: Unable to Identify.

Clients: Sam’s Club, SPAR, Boots, Ocado, Coop, General Mills, Worten, Waitrose,

Barilla, Purina, Wilton Brands LLC., etc.
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10. Price Intelligently is a software that

automatically improves customer retention and

monetization through unmatched subscription

intelligence. A Boston-based company, Price Intelligently is a pricing optimization

company that specializes in helping Software-as-a-Service businesses develop and

implement an effective product pricing strategy. The company has developed a proprietary

set of algorithms based on collected customer data, prospects, and market experts, which

enables the collaborative design of a custom pricing strategy.

Free Trial: Not available.

Features:

 Data Driven - Pricing Page Options;

 Ongoing SaaS Benchmarking;

 On call SaaS and Pricing Experts.

Price and Pricing Model:  There are two options: First, to build custom pricing page that

starts at $45k with Up to 8 Data Campaigns. And another one is Embedded Pricing Team

with more than 12 data campaigns that start at $15k/month.

Pros and Cons: Unable to identify.

Clients: Hobsons, MyCase, Litmus, RocketLawyer, ChartBeat, HighTail, BrainSHark,

Smart Bear, etc.
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REGULATIONS AND GOVERNMENT IMPLICATIONS

Searching the Web for written web data scraping laws or regulations, there was an evident

deficiency. Reason being is that the Internet, as a massive worldwide system of computer

networks, which is constantly changing, expanding and evolving and it can’t be confined

to laws and regulations in the traditional sense. But with the ever-increasing web data

scrapers who use data extraction for nefarious reasons, bad bots and other malicious

practices on the Web, the need for some kind of restrictions and rules is at an all-time high.

Few courts have directly tackled the legal issues that arose from using web data scraping

techniques, leaving the legal environment with a sense of unease and uncertainty when

faced with owners who wish to protect their websites and data, and those who would

gather such data for analytic purposes.

Since there are no definitive laws or explicit regulations, an article Use of Online Data in

the Big Data Era published by Bloomberg BNA a legal, regulatory, and business

information company, exhibits couple of Legal Theories that are related to automated

online data collection and the legal reprimands that accompany them;

1. Copyright Infringement – The U.S. Copyright Act protects original content that is

fixed in a tangible format, such as computer memory or a web server. This

protection continues onward to pictures, videos and other original content that is

available on the website. It also protects the code, which enables any content to be

displayed on the website. Courts have recognized claims for copyright infringement

in connection with the usage of web scraping or web crawling tools if those tools

aren’t used accordingly with the copyrighted content.

2. Breach of Contract – The majority of commercial websites have disclosed terms of

use, in which the website provides access and/or use to the website’s visitors. A

claim in some cases is made when web scrapers or web crawlers breach those terms

of use by extracting content.

In order to have the upper hand, legally speaking, the website owners usually use a

“clickwrap” agreement – which requires the visitor to click the ‘I accept’ icon

before entering a website or a “browsewrap” agreement in which the user is the

user is provided with a notice of the website’s terms of use and informed that use of

the website constitutes agreement to those terms. Regardless of whether a website's
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terms of use are clickwrap or browsewrap, the defendant's failure to read those

terms is generally found irrelevant to the enforceability of its terms.

Moreover, courts have recognized causes of action for breaches of contract, based

on the use of web crawling or scraping tools in violation of such provisions.

It’s already established that a website’s terms of use may be enforced against any

party that accesses the website, and within those terms, there might be a restriction

for automated data collection from the website. However, a breach of contract

claim also requires a showing of damages in order the court to rule in favor of the

original content owners, and in some cases presenting those damages from web

data scraping is difficult, if not impossible to quantify. Based on the difficulty in

establishing the damages, content owners may also seek injunctive relief in such

cases.

3. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act – The CFAA prohibits access to any computer,

website, server or database without authorization or in a way that “exceeds

authorized access. So as long as a computer is publicly accessible and not protected

by a password, courts have refused to deem a website “without authorization”.

While theories that allow terms of violations to be used as a foundation to establish

criminal liability under the CFAA, this area still remains unresolved and will more

than likely be further argued in web data scraping and crawling cases.

4. Hot News Misappropriation - Since hot news misappropriation generally concerns

factual information rather than content that is subject to copyright protection, it is

generally found not to be preempted by the Copyright Act. Past cases suggest that

stating a valid hot news misappropriation claim, against a party engaged in

automated data collection for purposes of data analytics, is very challenging and

tough. The web data scraper is in the clear, as long as the scraper did not attempt to

pass the information off as their own without attribution to the content provider.

5. Trespass to Chattels – In some cases, courts have recognized that the unauthorized

use of web data scraping and crawling tools and techniques, can lead to a trespass

to chattels claim. A chattel refers to the intentional interference with a movable

personal property of an individual. This interference can be any physical contact

with the chattel in a quantifiable way, or any dispossession of the chattel (whether
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by taking it, destroying it, or barring the owner's access to it). In the world of

Internet data and information, where tangible interference is absent, courts have

declined to recognize claims for trespass to chattel caused by the use of web data

scraping and web crawling tools.

If a web scraper wants to conduct their data scraping as much legally and ethically

possible, PromptCloud’s article “Is crawling legal?” emphasizes a couple of practices that

are certain to keep the scraper out of any potential legal repercussions:

1. Robots.txt and Crawl delay – this website, helps in programming the bots that are

performing the scraping, which URL’s can be crawled from the ones that can’t.

Even Google bot doesn’t crawl on blocked pages. Additionally, the programs

inform the data scraping bots of the frequency a particular website has been scraped

by the bot. This prevents committing too hard on one website, which may lead to a

temporary or permanent IP ban. The website also acts as the rule book to web

scraping, holding information, norms, guidelines, and answers to the most

commonly asked questions regarding automated web data scraping.

2. Public Content – in order to fall in line with copyright website policies, the web

scrapers should extract data and information only from public domains.

3. Terms of Use – This goes without saying, to keep web scrapers safe, they should

always abide the website's terms of use.

4. Authentication-based sites – these websites have implemented authentications or

CAPTCHA’s designated for human visitors explicitly. In order to discourage web

scraping and crawling traffic on their website. Web data scrapers should respect the

websites restrictions and keep off that particular website.

A couple of additional examples of proper use of web scrapers is stated on the United

Kingdom’s government website, which accepts web scraping if it’s conducted only for

private study or non-commercial research purposes. Additionally, the web scraping is in

accordance with the law, if it is used as a point of criticism, teachings, review and/or

means of reporting current events.

In conclusion, all websites are different from one another, and each website has its own

terms of service/use and legal guidelines, which visitors on the website should uphold.
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That being said, there are some cases where data scraping is allowed, depending what kind

of data it is and its purposes, and other times there are severe repercussions if the terms of

use and service are breached. This should raise the awareness to any web data scraping

service and solution providers, to carefully examine and read through the website’s legal

section, before engaging in data scraping.

CASE STUDIES

In this part of the document, couple of real life legal processes that involved web scrapers

and a wronged company will be presented, in order to enable the reader to grasp the laws

and regulations regarding nefarious data scraping:

1. The already mentioned article “Use of Online Data in the Big Data Era” published

by Bloomberg Law, showcases the ease of scraping information on over 22 million

Facebook users, with expenses on the web scraper’s end rounding up to only $100.

In order to avoid a legal dispute, the person in question deleted all copies of the

dataset. This occurrence raised a lot of questions including copyright infringement,

breach of contract (e.g. website terms of use) and criminal statutes prohibiting

unauthorized access to a computer system or website, to name a few.

2. The following case study is a depiction of a company (LinkedIn) that has been

scraped of its data (public profiles) by a company (HiQ) whose business relies on

publicly available data, where the judge ruled against LinkedIn, explaining that an

analytics company (HiQ) does have the right to scrape data that’s technically

public. Furthermore LinkedIn, according to TechCrunch’s article, sued around 100

people who anonymously scraped their website. The people were sued for

Violation of CFAA, DMCA, and violation of the California penal code, breach of

contract, trespass, and misappropriation.

3. The misuse of web data scrapers can be seen in the Associated Press versus

Meltwater U.S. Holdings, Inc., where the court found that Meltwater’s news

aggregator service wasn’t making fair use of the Associated Press’ articles, even

though the scraped articles were only showcased as excerpts of the originals. It is

important to carefully read through the Terms of Service and the clauses, which

may or may not prohibit certain actions and behaviors.
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4. The case of Facebook versus Pete Warden showcases Warden’s “social graph” a

representation of all the friend connections between users in the dataset. This could

have been a powerful search tool for people interested in how people interact. He

web crawled and gathered information on over 120 million Facebook users in the

U.S. with his data carefully structured in regional clusters. Compiling the data

without Facebook’s consent, Warden violated the website’s Terms of Service and

was on the brink to get legally prosecuted. He later agreed not to publish the data

gathered and thus, the imminent lawsuit was dropped.

The Daily Mail’s article elaborates on how an auction house (Christie’s) was accused in a

lawsuit of practicing ill-intended content scraping, research scraping, image and price

comparison scraps from a rival’s website (Heritage Auctions) and then reselling that data

as a part of its own subscription database. According to the lawsuit, the auction house

managed to scrape more than 11 million searchable proprietary items, which are

considered as copyright infringement materials. Christie’s are being accused of copyright

infringement and sued for statutory damages of $150,000 for each copyright infringement.


